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create, by the mode of attack, a harsh and disagree¬
able sound. When people are working off on us the
trite old saw about the narrowness of the musical
fraternity, might it not, at times, be well to ask
whether they are not, also, a bit limited!
• • •

Aitkeiienbiox is often expressed by writers upon
musical topic* concerning the result to executive art,
ami to the calling of the musician and teacher in
general, of the invention of the mechanical instru¬
ments which this closing year of the nineteenth cent¬
ury finds brought well nigh to perfection.

They an¬

ticipate with evident solicitude the future, and ques-

the lyric style may find himself, ere he is aware of it,
feeble, lackadaisical, and vapid, lacking in virility. He
who prides himself overmuch upon speed degenerates
into a race-horse, the overrobust becomes a pounder,
the ovcrnimble becomes a dandy, the overemotional
liecomes a mere hysteric. All good qualities are neces¬
sary in some measure to all good pianists. Do not be
too good. A nose is good, necessary, and beautiful on
the face; but just fancy a nose a foot long! Ears
are good, but do you wish them to rival that solemn
quadruped of the saw-voice? As to size, would you
have a pair of eyes like goggles or a mouth like the
crocodile?

turn, in view of the strides which progress is making,
even

«nt striving toward that goal of musicianship, artistic

be so easily, ami with evident proficiency, reproduced
m*t*h*nieal device.
Were it possible f.jr the self-playing pianos and
organs at present astonishing beholders and listeners
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It is becoming more and more a recoguized fact
that, for the exactions of modem pianoforte playing
a fine physique and prefect health are indispen'sabTe
requirements. The most eminent teachers in Berlin
who have such a press of business that they are only
from theearah fa
now Pick aad choose
lenU R r
°,f th0Se who aPP'y for lessons stutlent. Th
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Mr. Emil Liebling, of Chicago, appeared in two
classical programs, on January Otli, at the Ouachita
Conservatory, Arkadelphia, Ark.
Mrs. Stella. Prince Stocker, in her lectures on
American Music, shows the result of personal observataon, as she is acquainted with the most, if not
all, the best American composers and directors, and
is, herself, an active member of the Chicago Manu¬
script Society.
°
The 1899-1900 catalogue of the Seminary Conservaory of Music, Troy, N. Y., Marion Sim, director, has
been received.
The
A irgil Piano wvuvwi,
School, of
,
vi Chicago,
uuwayu, has
11a: just en
tered upon its fourth year. Mr. Charles N,. Laimpher
is principal.
i

the present need of individual effort and inccs-

interpretation, when the art works of the masters can

Miss S. Alta Davis, of Humboldt College, Humboldt
la., was given on October 25th.

The one hundred and fifty-first pupils’ recital was
given on November 17th by the pupils of the VirF‘ma Female Institute, Staunton, of which F. BWebb is musical director.

rwi,TJhe conc*rt
By the Chicago Symphony
?v, lin traL°c-,DfcCe'nber 12th> the soloists were MrS® H- Sherwood, Mine. Ragna Linne, and Mr.
Hernneh Meyn.
“Wanderer Fantasie,” Schubertby MraSherwoodSarian Fantasie’” Liszt’ were
PilLRE^TAI;’ ,y tke littIe students of Miss Dwight’s
her 4th ,hH° ’ Burlmgton, Vt, was given on Novern24tii
d °ne by tbe advanced pupils on November
£ian70^te recital> of the seventh season,
uary^lsth ? ^ E'
Froeger, of St. Louis, on JanPa'riTn^fa^ sj:mi'awiual meeting of the Galindelnhia
Association, was held in Pbilawere present^ tentxT °f January- Representatives
Jersey^ \r->r,.i rjmFork, Pennsylvania, New
feature of th" andI- California, and other points. A
instrument f mee *'?£ was an exhibition of a patented
rem^ar mL!;'
the staff
charts. The next
of June.
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ke*d duri“g the second week
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tor strengthening the thumb you mention, I would

modern applications to occupy any student all his
natural life, without wasting time in theories which
are imperfectly understood at best and of no practical
use.

recommend tin cose the pupil is grown, so that the
hand will reach)

the Mason twmflnger exercises in

sixths. Vos. fifi to t», in volume I of “Touch and Tech¬
nic."

The practice with the elastic touch, in which

the hand shuts completely after the staccato, will
Strengthen the hand very much and this joint in par
tn-uiar

'l " phra8e p,a-ved that has 8 short line and
( o over each of four notes in succession?

Chord playing w ith the thumb held properly,

-that k well out away from the hand (as if reaching

two pianos, four- and eight- hand work. Could yon
advise us? Especially from the works of Mrs. Beach,
Chaminade, or the writers of the present day.”
There is very little music* for four hands or eight
hands by women composers. Mr. Presser will send
Tou sueh 89 there is if you write him requesting. I
think there is some by Chaminade—at least a second
piano part for her concert piece; nossiblv Mrs. Beach’s

around . half dollar. ,he point bent in parallel with
tM finger*I.

will also he a good exercise.
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noose to house * rented a room last winter and hung
out her sign-board. In June gave diplomas to several
pupils who had no knowledge of harmony or used any
text-book. They could not count music or read it cor
rectly, unless she demonstrated the melody by hand.
She enticed other pupils by telling them if they gradu¬
ated in her school, they will not he examined at conservatones
It was my impression that only chartered
schools gave diplomas, and that pupils entering colleges
o music were first examined. She claims no regular
course of study, but makes offers of diplomas indis¬
criminately. What shall I do in the case ?—A. E. M.”
The best thing you can do is to let that teacher alone.
Give her rope enough and she will hang herself all
right. We are all in a sort of civil-service competition,
secretly conducted. We are beincr examined all the

good grasp of their subject, but from the practical
and highly important stand-point of able and artistic
demonstration are utterly useless as instructors; or,
at bat, their instrumental deficiencies very soon prove
them to bn either false guide* or very frail supports.

Yopno students too freAD\ ICE
quently make the mistaxe of
TO EARNEST
playing pieces which require
AMATEURS.
an intimate knowledge of
the uppet positions at a
time when they should be devoting their attention
to the first three positions. Their ambition to scale
the dozy heights of technic frequently destroys
their ability to play the simplest melody in the
first position in fairly good tune. And often they
Kir Othersi marvel that, despite many very positive
indications of musical feeling and an accurate ear,
the simplest progressions are as far removed from the
correct pitch as though the player had insuperable
difficulties to grapple with and any approach to good
tune were an extraordinary virtue.
In this respect, full-grown amateurs exercise as little
judgment as the very youngest of misguided-albeit
am biturns students. Tbe pleasure they might derive
from playing such compositions as they can master
,h musically and technically, is, to them, nothing
» compared with the delight, of torturing somethin*
comprehensible out of a composition vastly bevond
th*tr technical possibilities.
a
f0nn" ‘wh* UM*T 1 °an "^eud
a collection of easy. melodious pieces by different com
poors (arranged for the first position! and very
shortly to be published by G. Sehimvr.
every way calculated to instruct „

They are i'n
./to give

mOMcat pleasure to the inexperienced viol,ni,t

tion. With certain methods peculiar to themselves and
their vocations—methods which are little understood
and more often unsuspected by the public at large—the
manager and his invalnable assistant have only to at¬
tend faithfully and persistently to the various details of
their labors in order to achieve the purpose aimed at
after the contract has been signed with an artist for an
American tour. Briefly speaking, the task which the
manager sets for himself is that of procuring for his
artist as many good paying engagements as possible,
and of employing every known or unknown method
whereby the general pnblic may be led into thoughtless
indorsement of all those virtues, imaginary or real
which the visiting artist is said to possess. This is the
manager’s “business” ; and that he is quite competent
to attain his ends is only too clearly demonstrated every
season.

times his wrist is employed with considerable
strength, his fore- and upper arm may be said to per¬
form the greater part of the work. His tone, though
brilliant, is not large; and while he easily performs
any number of difficulties with the whole arm, his
bowing is far from graceful—frequently, indeed, it is
very awkward and unwelcome to the eye.

Bat our students should learn the inner truth of such
matters, not with the purpose of contending against
managerial ambition, but purely with the object of estab¬
lishing for themselves standards of excellence uninflu¬
enced by fustian eulogy—1 * sounding brass and a tink¬
ling cymbal.”

So here we have four very eminent violinists, each
with a higher or lower arm than the other, each one
capable of performing all the requirements of rightarm technic, and, in all respects but one, achieving,
approximately, equal results.

But this one difference

in general results is worthy of note; and inasmuch as
The visiting artist should represent to our student
world a serious phase of education.
If all, or even
many, of the foreign violinists who have been heard here
daring the past ten years are accepted by out students
as representatives of the higher art of violin-playing,
the injury wrought has been incalculable. The brilliance
and punty of the Belgian school, as demonstrated by a
seuxtemps ; the simple yet wonderful art of a Henri
lemawski; these are now but echoes from that world
to which two great artist souls have long since fled
And though, occasionally, we have before us a European
artist of d.gau or of ^ worth> the cn8to

Z *

abr0ad U t0° ^fieant-often

tor an effort of true art. merit 8eri0ns

V

Sauret’s arm is generally far removed from the
body,—consequently, well elevated,—and his wrist is
almost stiff, rather than agile and independent. Yet
he, too, performs with apparent ease the many diffi¬
cult bowings that torture all students of the violin.
It may he interesting to add that often he has ex¬
pressed regret that his wrist was neglected in his
earlier studies. Whatever attractive qualities Sau¬
ret’s tone may he said to possess, it has never been
considered large or imposing.

or stand

a similar distinguishing feature may be observed
wherever the question of high or low arm arises, it
should carry a lesson, and one of grave importance, to
all students who have the ambition to acquire a large
and resonant tone;

besides which, there can he no

question as to the advisability of making the wnst
the chief factor in all bowing. As I have illustrated,
it is possible to attain exceptional mastery of the how
with an abnormally elevated arm;

hut the unem¬

ployed, or unflexible, wrist throws a burden of un¬
necessary difficulties on the fore- and upper arm, ne¬
cessitates an unnatural activity on their part, and
greatly reduces the possibility of acquiring breadth of
tone and dignity of style.

kins’s expense.

trrsud parties. I take it.”
“We atight create a leetie fund for the organ bv
chargin’ live rents (or a ballot." said Amos Burritt.
“Everybody'd he rxcited an’ want to vote."
‘‘Wko’d show the instruments off for us!“ asked
the chairman. " Melia Wright. I spose. Seem’ she
presales at the organ; she's the most int'retted party,
in one sense."
“1'va heerd it intimated.” said Brother Marsh, “that
she’s too much interested. Ed. Landon’s wife told mv
Sister that 'Melia expects to git a commission from
tha ‘Empress' folks if we buy their organ, an’ she
Mid that was why Melia'» work in’ for it so hard.”
Tain t best to impute motives,” said the chair¬
man, hastily. “1 expect every member of this ere
committee is liable to he .cased of takin’ bribes.
"
**•*"■« in particlar. However, we might
as well have U tn the dealers to provide for showin’
off their respective instruments. They’re the parties
most int rested in bevin’ 'em well played. I take it.”
W“
approved; the
•auers agreed to the competition; notices were posted
in all
poblie places; and everybody went to the
strawberry festival
U -M a queergetting for . musical contest The
hos lik* meeting, house
was pervaded by the buzzing
of «Tln,

'
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'“rowne !a”P*- From
. wWU “P* a“d aprons were
cake, pic Ides, tea

“I don’t know. Jenkins himself, I guess.
siders himself an extra fancy player.”
“Isn’t he?”
“Well, you’ll hear him soon.
of cream.”

He con¬

Have another dish

"N’°>tl,ank y°«. but you might present Mr. Conant.”
“Certainly. Here he comes. I guess the same
thought has struck him.”
After the introduction Dobson was summoned to a
conference with the minister and Mr. Jenkins.
“Mr. Dotson tells me you are to exhibit his oroan ”
began Amelia.
D ’
“Yes. But judging from what I have heard said
his evening, there was no need to bring in outside
talent.”

“Oh. yes; I play pretty well; but it wouldn’t do
or me to show off the organs, because I am biased
in favor of the ‘Empress.’ I have one at home, and
l am sure it’s the best make, ,4s I am the organist
naturally I am trying to get the one I prefer
Is
• Ir. 'Jenkins a good player?^
prZ’Tj¥ Li™'. 1 am Wrry yOU want the ‘*-m-

££ Miss W right, because I came out here to sell
Dobson s organ for him, if I eould.”
eoni'T’ ;Mr' Conant’ of course. this idea of an oroan
anvwav BautStsra'Vbe-?- ^
absurd
hav B nsfn
U “ ‘°
1 am determined to
out to be

\
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“We should be pleased, I am sure, to have you play,
Miss Amelia,” said the minister.
“No, she replied, “the only fair way is to let Mr.
Conant play the ‘Empress.’ ”
“Xaow, Brother Stifler,” spoke up the squeaky voice
of Amos Burritt, a strong partisan of the “Queen,”
this ere competition is proceedin’ accordin’ to the
agreement in this ease made an’ pervided. It was
ex-pressly understood that each agent should pervide
for showin’ oft his instrument. Naow. Mr. Jenkins
has pervided for showin’ off his instrument, an’ Mr.
Dobson has likewise pervided for showin’ off Aw’*.
So its all fair an square an aboveboard, an’ Amelia
hain’t no call to meddle.”
But now young Conant, impelled by a strong sense
of justice and by the eyes of Ame’lia. said: “Mr.
Stifler, I agree with Miss Wright that the contest
would be fairer if both organs were played in the
same style. But when Mr. Dobson engaged me to
play his organ, it was like engaging an attorney in a
law-suit. So I am in a dilemma. On the one hand,
I dislike to be, in any sense, the means of an unfair
decision; but, on the other hand, I have no right to
go back on my contract with Mr. Dobson. If Mr.
Dobson will release me-.”
0 go ahead, Conant!” called out Dobson from the
audience.
I don t object. Of course, I supposed Mr.
Jenkins would bring some first-rate player to show
off liis organ, but since he hasn’t done so, it’s only
tair that you should play that organ, too. It won't
c ange the result, he added, rising and addressing
t le people.
Mr. Conant, ladies and gentlemen, may
ma e jou think better of the ‘Empress’ than you d°
now but he can’t make it equal the ‘Queen.’ »
simply does not stand in the same class.”
Though Dobson could not have refused Amelia’s
•que-t w ithout seeming to fear a fair contest, this

prelude as the beyinning of the piece.
I rets-fitly heard quite an excellent pianist spoil
her very het effort* by shallow- interludes. I there
fore repeat that unless you have the genius of an
hssijw.ff or the musicianship of a Hans von Billow—
don t!
W. I. C.—The sound-board is used to increase the
volume of tone. The manner in which it performs its
functions IS truly wonderful. Xo matter how rapidly
the tones are produced, it must increase them with
its molecular vibrations, in the same periods of the
vibrating strings and with the utmost rapidity.
f Tlw old ballad was u song avcom**?".•* dancing itrem Italian hollo, “dance"),
i.
to luw*

“ Ue!*h music ** l«*t in antiquity
nHt t0 h* trust«l unless there
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effect it will have on the American music of the
iut ure.
1.

. (Indiana).—Does technic disappear with age?
necessarily.
On the contrary, with
>ome pianists, like with wine, it improves w:ith age.
Schu"Tn PlaT«l in London up to within a
in llw”
he.r, death- Grove mentions her playing
in 1882, when the great artist was sixty-three year?
Of age The late Antoine de Kontski was heart
Vw York m 1882 in his sixty-sixth year. Amon”
the, compositions he played Weber’s "Concertstuck”
Aim— Not

hrilLni
|C?,,,pa"mie,lt of the orchestra in the most
h.iUiant style.
His execution showed no signs of

rerentlv*3 havin«>eVer ,Tt'L' VeneraWe artist died quite
" r,mPl,>h'u » concert-tour in China
ini V? *K0t nu*taken- Liszt retired from public play‘"f, ttt tbe ea^J' age of forty-eight, not because his
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Another fault of the American girl who wants to
S‘ng is ber hurry. She does not take time to learn
thoroughly the A B C’s, but she w-ants to read at once.
"I want to sing Marguerite in six months,” she says
to the teacher, “hurry up, please, hurry up.” And
then she says: “Now Dinorah—quick, i must learn
Dinorah in three months.”
Xou this is all wrong.

There should be system,

i',:te“1’ >J'stem. It is the only way to learn music.
t e great singers of the past learn that way—all
t ie great singers of the future must do so. It "is not
'jo t to fly from this to that thing until you know
the A B C’s. The great painter cannot paint his first
picture so it is a masterpiece. Xo, no. He makes
ny failures, and he learns by each picture that he
pamts. He knows his colors and his lights and his
shades and by and by, after all the tiresome A B C’s,
pa,nt> a great picture. And so with the great
^tre can
no hurry and no big star role at
j, e
-earn right and learn long is the advice I give
‘be Amen,-an gin. Do not hurry so!
y’ "hen 1 was four years old, my father, who

"robbed" or""rtolef.” “
w,lich means
marked expression, lingeringlyhri/"* treatraent of
and Slightly hurrying rtef n j 1°° certain notes,
”< ■»

‘'ll* should be continued to *l_

Hmt. ami a -mifonu ^

that makes the great singer—the soul of it all. She
may have the technic and the ability to study and the
range of voice to take the high notes, but she lacks
the temperament of the Italian, the French, the Polish,
the Russian. She does not get excited, because she is
too cold. Art is excitement and fervor and the great,
glorious enthusiasm back of it. The American girl is
of the Anglo-Saxon race, and she is cold.

ni
P

U' J- f ^00r Peasan‘> started me playing on a
ano which he himself had made. At six years I was

both ^ V1° m’ UrU* W^en I
mv
,n”, Und teaebing.

twelve years old I was
At nineteen I had made

ve'ir
L bUt 1 had studied f°r fifteen of my nineteen
‘
, ,, \ m°thers maiden name was Sembrich and
^ fathers name was Kockanski. So I took Seobneh as my stage name.

That is the question which necessarily arises in the
experience of every music student.
At the outset we would say: Do not choose entirely
on your own responsibility but defer to a great ex¬
tent to the advice of more experienced and disin¬
terested people. “Know thyself’ is a maxim gener¬
ally accepted, and yet it is a fact that but few people
are really acquainted with their deficiencies or limita¬
tions. Thus ,t comes that scores of radically unmus,«U people adopt the profession of teaching music

THINGS THE MUSIC’STUDENT SHOULD
REMEMBER.

. h°ll“nd9 of colnmonplace pianists endeavor to’
nffict on the suffering public their piano recitals, and
norde* °f SingEre’ P°ss<>ssing "either voice
^len^ 8Spire t0 the °Pcra or concert stage. In
many s h
the noble profesgion of

Remember that your teacher shows you the thing
to do, and how to do it; but the thing to be done
must be done by vou.

regarded with contempt, or, if taken up finally after
T '",,e ot th*
should be culti¬
vated. donit be overparticular in this direction. Here
•gam. study the individuality of your pupil
No piece is thoroughly learned

until

it is well

Th#
“ ‘hen at ease, and the per¬
formance t» consequently roora perfect.
ire ££ iffijlr1'1
?OUr rUpiU Piec™ th»‘
t»me
T
v
^
BOt *° t0 th* other exhnow every ohaUcle surmounted i, a
of th« utmost importance.
Y.!uTP^e“B7vo:;fTi0,“
gretiJT

h

J offCT

h"*

«*

«P*rience

T™ “*»y of these

tQg.

While you are teaching other,, remember you are
always also a student Travel side bv side witv
pepik
■
with your
forget that mi.take, show th, war to ^
Prrfcatfou than tf there
*
rvet performance
meehaziicalljr cor-

repeated disappointments and failures, is considered
only as a necessary makeshift

*

*

*

Remember that the rapidity of your progress depen entirely upon the amount of labor given to yonr
work.
®
emem er that one hour of genuine study is worth
four of mere mechanical “banging” away.
*

*

*

,, ^f rnernhcr that it is not the quantity of medicine
a cures, hut the quality, regular and persistent use
of wh.eh show telling effects. Likewise, with your
ai -T Practice, be punctual as to vour regular time,
emem er to keep up to the required standard of
quality, and persevere.
*

.

.l'1"'’

*

*

ear‘.V as possible, the amity of your

will kI' -a° v
y°ur waT °f working and your actions
vour f
armony
‘ke intentions and ways of
"
. ae. er' ^len you once lose respect for him,
dem-oT 6 mtefest- am‘ upon this depends, to a great
Tree, yonr future success or f.ilur.

and that is, aa before stated, to allow him a suflicirney of that which affords satisfaction, and promptly
supplying the new forma as call therefor arises.

The

same law that evolved a Beethoven will also develop
him to his utmost capacity.”
The book is eminently readable, and the subject as
thus presented worthy of study.

REC'OI.I.ECTIONS OF AN OLD MUSICIAN.
pp
Thomas Rta*.
York.
Mr

E. P.
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Ryan, the veteran clarinetist, is the only re¬

maining member of the original Mendelssohn Quin¬
tette Club, of Boston, which has had, in some respects,
an unparalleled career.

Organized in 1849, it cele¬

brated last December the golden anniversary of its
Srvt concert

Its history reminds one of the venerable

jack knife which gradually loot its blades one by one
These

sere replaced, and finally a new handle was

ad.lcl, when the question arose whether it was the
«!d knife or a new one.

In the case of the club, vari¬

ous members dropped off one by one after long years

511 pp.
Ai.rert Lavignac.
Translated by
Esther Singleton. Dodd, Mead, and Company,
New York.
If the way of the opera-goer is not made straight
and plain before his face it will not be the fault of
publishers and writers. These seem to vie with each
other in producing aids to smooth his path, which in
some modern music dramas is somewhat rough and
forbidding. Time was when the thought of seriously
studying the dramatic features and musical structure
of an opera would have seemed incongruous with the
popular idea of the opera as a mere amusement. But
nous arons ehangt tout cela. Wagner raised the lyric
drama to a higher plane. Thanks to his works, it has
reached the dignity of being regarded as an intel¬
lectual pleasure, and as such demands more or less
thoughtful preparation for true appreciation and en-

and analyzed; first the poem, and then the music.
These analyses are prefaced by synthetic tables en¬
tirely original with M. Lavignac, the most ingenious,
and perhaps the most valuable, feature of his work.
Two charts of vertical parallel columns, each repre¬
senting a scene, are given of each opera. In these
columns are noted the appearance of the dramatis
persona; and the principal leading motives; so that
the entire musical or dramatic treatment can be taken
in at a glance. The motives are elsewhere given in
musical notation, and where more extended quota¬
tions are desirable exact reference to the standard
editions is made. The two concluding chapters deal
with the interpretation of Wagner’s music; his sys¬
tem of leading motives is explained; the Wagnerian
melody considered, and many interesting details as to
his manner of composition are given. Those who have
visited Bayreuth will be interested in the complete
record of the performances given at the Festspiclhous,
including full casts, conductors, number and balance
of orchestra, etc. A few well-chosen illustrations add
not a little to this clear and practical exposition of the
art-works of Richard Wagner.

M wwire, bat Mr Ryan has always been at his post—
the handle which has held together the new blades

L nless the pupil has a clear conception of the works
of art he is to perform, there can be no clear express®There is a two-fold stndy—namely, that of the spirit
and that of the technic. Many are satisfied with the
latter, neglecting altogether the former.
There are hundreds of music teachers that never
read a musical journal, much less a book on muskWbat is the matteT with you, brethren and sisters? At*
you so full that nothing more can be put into you? At*
you so tall that not an inch can be added unto youAwake ! arise ! look about yon and perceive the fact thsi
this world is moving, that it is progressing. Ik is Joar
solemn duty to advance with it.

supposahlo that his mental activity runs mainly in
other channels,—he has neither the time nor energy
to digest end assimilate more than a certain amount
»f musical learning; to asaimilate a really thorough
musical education k the work of a life-time. Unasumilated learning almost always shows itself in the
form of pedantry; and. if beneath the lowest deep in
the abyss of pedantry a lower still is discoverable, the
dilettante is the man of all others to discover it Of
£?+>
Poetry t» the most to be
avowed by the judicious. Although I fee! sure that
in

know decidedly less about

“ thrJ' °“*ht lo- “
to me none the
V* mu*ical ouU'der not to acquire more
luan-al learning than he can carry and turn to ac72 u
“*h * tMD* M overdoin* th. busi»e*a Mitt kmmkdg. k not power; it is only
M-uaUaUW knowledge that k really powerful.
„ ,

w# come to the profeaaionai musician, how-

" :

-y th»‘ no limit can rightly be

7L2 ™
W’UKhM" °f **
education he
t£f :„ rUm‘.C“P*Citi”
h®* *
be said
2L2
' lh' tn“
‘ man’s
t«^£»t
*-me*mt 0t
‘bat he k able
digest, assimilate, and turn to practical account
°f «■*« « educational establishment
TfwJTr. ^ 2*'. BOt °f rtT7 mwh importance.

-*JSLtS; T«nTdti"

matter of “musical atmosphere” has been considerably
misunderstood. People take a city in which the facili¬
ties for hearing good music, well given, are conspicu¬
ous, where there are good teachers in plenty, and call
that a musical atmosphere; but all this does not con¬
stitute, by itself, what is—or should be—meant by a
musical atmosphere, in the educational sense in which
the term- Where the y°unS student
will find the most musical atmosphere, of the sort he
needs, is where musicians of his own age most do
congregate. This is the important point
Remember that it is not what the student is taught
but what he gets out of his teaching, that is important
'227

N°W' .take a -voung student of real talent, or

sr

ITS r*

at r:

snd shoulders taller (artistically speaking) than Ms
companions, most of whom are amatemf with the

An Anecdote of Jenny Lind.—A veteran musi¬
cian who recently died in Philadelphia used to tell a
guod .story of how he heard Jenny Lind. “I was

oi

en’ ,ie sa'd> “a derk in a music-publishing house
on Chestnut Street. One day a well-dressed, quiet
tew oman entered the store and asked me to show
ter some music of a classical nature. We struck up
qui e a conversation, in the course of which I asked
her if she had heard the great Jenny Lind, who was

Iu^X”^o«^a^^EnT0n■ ^ °n]7°^tpupil to teacher-not the most tSSS£*£

r.t”£ t"is,r"rr‘r/,a r
that attrition with men of V

well-nigh indispensable^ V
his teaching. Hard?? I

deprived of

kWd "hich ia
the
out of

•‘rrpul

272^2*2?

Music is not to be seen as painting, sculpture, or
architecture. It must come through thought, feeling,
and imagination. “Intellect is the pruning-knife of
emotion.” This is a good proverb for the student who
said.
I don t see how this can he played with any
different expressions.” Feeling usually precedes the
thought, because we are too often taught that inter¬
pretation is dependent first on feeling or temperament.
“Life brings to each his task, and, whatever art yon
select, algebra, painting, architecture, poetry, com¬
merce. politics, music,—begin at the beginning, proceed
m order, step by step; whenever there is failure there
is some giddiness, some superstition about luck, some
step omitted, which nature never pardons,—work is
victory.” .4merican Conservatory Quarterly.

°ri“ randora Adthout much
i. k.,” ”"rh “w—«»h.t
assimilate his
*
**> «d
sureness.
^ age.

Take a crowM of

d°“b * qmckneS3 and

—.n
a

e ta k of the town.

She laughed, and said,

1 have ^ard her! Have you?’ I told her
had not had that pleasure, and that I had very

6 P^°sPcet °f hearing her, the price of admission
so lg i. She laughed again, and then handed me
ong she had picked out, and asked me to plav the
accompaniment for her while she tried it. She’sang
When1*1! * i, j tllat 1 Played like one in a dream,
rare a
^, ^'sked 8ke thanked me, and, with a
never T' e’jSaTI : ^ ou cannot say now that you have

-7

left in ear * eDny Lind'’ She thanked me again, and
left me quite dumbfounded.”-^ Journal

-I

V

depend for their success upon notices of the press,
written by competent and conscientious critics, and
upon the approbation of their work by audiences well
versed in art matters.
Many music graduates find places as instructors and
eventually as professors in colleges and conservatories,
where their success depends on the advancement of
their pupils.
But when well-equipped musicians establish them¬
selves as private teachers, then the flood-gates of
jealousy are opened upon them.

Then they find them¬

selves confronted and surrounded by a herd of socalled music teachers, more or less unfit for such a
position.

Ignorant parents are often responsible for

this lamentable status of music culture.

They con¬

sider musical attainments of their daughters as an
adornment
jewelry.

or

accomplishment,

akin

to

laces

and

To them music is not, as it ought to be,

an essential element of education.

day.
“In technical exercises and studies each principal

the world ?

part must be practiced quietly and single handed so

thustra,” with its visions of immensities an

long as is needed in order to overcome the purely

musical platitudes, has not caused more c

mechanical difficulties, so that only the question of

in our day than Beethoven’s Fourth Sym

speed remains to be dealt with.

first performance.

“It is imperative that all signs of expression should

The day was once when each o

a Richard Strauss in his turn.

“Al60 s

And we regard this Sy

question as almost unnecessarily pellucid

be accompanied by a keen sense of hearing and a

parent in outline.

wakeful perception of taste.

was in its day ultra-modern : only the disc

“Not until the necessary skill has been acquired

In other words, each of

of time has weeded out the perishable.

L

must the pedals be brought into use, and then pre¬

mind that the “classic” composers were

cisely where and how prescribed.

and blood, who had their “personal magn

“In quick scale passages care must be taken to
guard against unevenness;

no indistinctness or over

hurry should ever he allowed to creep in, since, what¬

“ hypnotic touch ” quite as much as the vi
time.

Consider in interpreting their work

stood for personally ; recall what effect th

ever the degree of velocity, the execution must leave

with which they were identified has had

behind it the impression of natural development.”

history ; and, above all, try to make their m

cant of the qualities which you feel they rep

So they employ

cheap teachers, who are ready to cater to this depraved

how

tendency by teaching showy dance music, questionable

Mozart's serene faith and childlike sense

songs of the caf6-chantant stamp or bravoura arias

AS A MAN THINKETH, SO HE IS.

In our own century what sharply differen
in the romantic school—Weber, Mendelssohn

contact, socially or professionally, with such charla¬
consequently he is cried down as

vivacit

and passionate intensity, his tragic sense of
BY F. 8. LAW.

The competent high-class teacher, when brought in

mon with them;

graceful

how far opposed they both are to Beethov

far beyond the singers’ capacity.

tans, has to keep aloof, for he has no points in com¬

different Haydn’s

Few teachers realize the effect of their mental atti¬

and Chopin 1 Weber with his individual pi

The pupil may not be able to

frequent charm of color ; Mendelssohn with

haughty, vain, or as an old fogy, and besides this he

define it, but he can feel the teacher’s thought even

tious, scrupulous character showing in every

is persecuted by innuendoes about his character.

when unexpressed.

Schumann with his wealth of imaginatio

While other professions have societies and clubs for

tude toward pupils.

The influence may be favorable,

and, unfortunately, also the reverse.

The thought,

feeling for humanity, bis glowing, manly em

scientific advancement, for closer social intercourse,

“How stupid!

he will never learn this as it should

pin with his healthy vision and sensitiv

and for mutual helps in case of need, musicians keep

be learned,” will be sure to color the tone, the bear¬

clouded by phantoms of ill health and depr

apart on account of the great disparity in their mu¬

ing, and gestures so that even the dullest pupil will

all have so personal a note ; their character

sical attainments.

perceive it, though perhaps more or less vaguely.

toward life are so marked that one is mor

Only in great art centres—New

A

York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati, etc.—

stolid, careless nature may not be so keenly sus¬

ficial not to take their temperaments into

do music cluhs exist which are free from such evils as

ceptible as one more sensitive, but will yet be moved

spoken of.
Many associations and clubs have been formed in

to do his best if he feel that the best is expected of
him.

terpreting their works.
Stimulate the pupil’s interest in the pe

the last decades for the culture and practice of music.

A talented soprano who studied with a number

each composer, arouse his curiosity in the

life, his social affinities, his intellectualta9
ence on the tendencies of the times. The

They have raised decidedly the standard of music in

of celebrated masters abroad said:

their communities, but they have been unable to eradi¬

merciless in her criticisms; she fairly tore me to pieces.

cate the existing rivalries and jealousies.

Still, for all her severity, she is the most stimulating

influence was as commanding as their mus

teacher I ever had.

terpretation is not a matter of archaeology,

In church choirs these poison-breathing blossoms

“Madame M. was

I felt that she had faith in my

composers because they were great men,

crop out luxuriously, and many a composer of church

accomplishing what I was working for.

music, instead of accentuating the inspired words of

me and roused my ambition so that I gained as I had

the text by fitting music, has made his composition a

past;

never gained before.

meuts” of the greatest aitistic minds of e

That inspired

With Mr. S., on the contrary,

on the surface of musical life into the burie
it is a privileged inspection oi
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pra.v; Fur him my heart with love is swell
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to nny cireumataoe*. Teachers should be happy
workers who have rapturous enjoyment and the high¬
est gratification of mind in their vocation. Because
they commune with master-minds they ought to be
inspired with a higher Ufe. Their greatest satisfaction
is in knowing that they are doing good. The most
delicate, the most sensible, of ell pleasures consists in
promoting the pleasures of others. Still, there are
tin*. * ten a teacher', work seems ignoble toil and
pure drudgery, like pouring water into a pierced cask
or letting down buckets into an empty well. Even
then do not despair, look upon this aa inevitable in the
everyday cares and duties of a music teacher, as the
necessary weights snd counterpoises of your exalted
enthusiasm Only the despondent
drudge travels ’m
--e-h* lowest depth, hut the inspired enthusiast upon the
oftwst heights. If your teaching i. . work of love.
then htt,. joy, »,H refresh yon constantly and due
H the numberless trouble, and sufferings. Drudgery
snd enthusiasm
the namee of two extremee; the
Ulmcwt hounds of the latter w, do not know. AH the
g rat. tone masters w«ra persevering enthusiasts, otherwise they would not have accomplished what they did
'* °*«w«ne the many obstacles in their wny.

Fob some strange reason, very few teachers give any
attention to training pnpils to write a good “ musical
hand,” whereas the matter is one of great importance.
In the public schools writing goes hand in hand with
reading, and so it 9honld be with reading and writing
mnsic. Many teachers never bring this matter to the
notice of their pupils at all, and we find advanced pnpils
, ,
ha<1 e3S°DS for fonr or five y««s who are
Qt
'"nahle ,0 tnrn out eTen a few bars of passable
mnsltal ‘
Asnle from the importance of being able to write or
copy mnsic neatly and legibly for practical nse is the
edncational value to the pupil of copying music
I
g.ve even my yonngest pupils copying exercises after
,h“Ve ha,i.le*°n; for si*
ood it is remarkable
TOp,,Dg of notes ««» «*ts and signs of expres^
and >«*<** the pnpU to
T. and rPmcml*r thor significance. These copying
""***
0 no tia>e
the lesson whatever. Hand
7
pnpi‘ a sheet °f music-paper and ask him to copy a
"K7 '*?“ M haS ^ «*H5»ed him for the
W?k ; wheu he brings it, but a few minutes will l,e

e™’and «•

DOES HE BRING HIS PUPILS OUT?
a law.

“Dow he bring bis pnpiU outf asked one young
* y of another who waa urging her to study’ with

"17 7 tv “N°; lh'7 ^

"ft,”

T*
„
The answer waa true aa a bell, and put
toe matter on ite rightful foundation with a Zr,
If the pupil cannot or will not bring h.mself out

begin *° l0°k ^
is ^great' nraeft ^

of ,vritinS music legibly

»d
from chiMhood j ‘7
few minutra^k

lr

“,S°- T° Write »I*»*
’ a“d *h°U,<1 >>e Cultivated

" 17^ **■““» *

asking on the part of the pnpils. If a girl desired infor¬
mation, his unfailing reply would he, “What’s the use
of telling yon ? Women never learn any thing anyhow 1;
if a young man were to ask, he would exclaim, “I hsve
no time to answer questions.”
I remember well one examination in which this
teacher’s pnpils ontehone themselves in a want of knowledge, when the director of the conservatory commented
in a stage whisper to me and to the sevtn gentlemen who
constituted the faculty of the theoretic department, “MrW. is a nice man, bnt he has no right to be a musician*
He’d be a fine shoemaker.”
The asking of questions is demonstrative of aptness in
the pupil, and of a serious de-ire to learn, and although
there are pupils enough who propound idle questions

• • •

r.

point just one lime. Frequently, the teacher entertains
the opinion that he has made his meaning veiy dear,
yet there may be one or more students who do not im¬
mediately grasp the idea, and who, in many cases, re¬
main silent and ignorant in preference to asking for a
reiteration, simply because the average teacher becomes
abusive when requested to explain a second time.
In a certain very prominent conservatory in which I
taught for many years, this has been one of my most fre¬
quent experiences : that many of the pupilB of my con¬
freres were retarded in their progress because their in¬
structors were too lofty to repeat explanations or to
answer very useful and necessary questions.
There was one teacher in particular who was more pro¬
nounced than anyone else in his abhorrence of question-

Take a

copy

merely for the sake of chatter, these can readily he
checked by legitimate ridicule. A dignified sarcasm is
far removed from an undeserved snub, and should only
be utilized at unavoidable times. By all means let the
pnpils ask as many questions as seem needful, and W
the teachers respond to them amiably and intelligently-

well to he considered “quite s musician.” If he ex¬
tend his repertory by mastering “The Monastery
Bella.” and by the further addition of ‘The Last
Malts of a Madman,” he may demand to be con¬
sidered a “professional," and—sad, but true—will be
permitted to inflict himself on the community as a
“teacher of music.” He will encounter no one able
to prevent him from doing so, for neither within the
musical calling nor out of it is there any standard
Whatever of musical culture whereby might be de¬
termined the degree of attainment requisite to enable
him to enter upon the vocation of teacher.
Those outside of the profession are sure only of
this,—that “profeaoionala" of the “better class” charge
more for their work than do those of the “Maiden’s
Prayer” variety; so they decide on this basis, and
thrir decision is not generally in our favor. We are,
therefore, by reason of this want of a normal stand¬
ard of profeasional culture, entirely without protection
as sgainst sny intruder, no matter how utterly he
roar be tacking in equipment Indeed, we are power¬
less to prevent persons of scarcely sufficient general
culture from strutting pretentiously shout in the
field of our profession and—we may as well confess
it-nre compelled to acknowledge as colleagues (and
to see them considered aa such by the community)
a host of nnmhskuiia.—a veritable intellectual prol¬
etariat-and this in an age when, more than ever
before, intellectual culture is the severely uncom
promising standard by which the rank of’the indi
vidua) as of the class is d termined.
It would seem, therefore, to he the duty of evensincere musician to put his shoulder to the wheei
* * P“P*r r”d 1,4
Dumber meeting of the Proleague of St Paul, Minnesota.
Translated from the German by Charles A. Fisher.

of music, devoted such leisure as his official duties
as State’s Attorney allowed him to writing the his¬
tory of the art After sixteen years of arduous in¬
vestigation he produced a work which, though left
unfinished, is unequaled in its way. It has been
worthily completed by Friedrich Wilhelm Langhans,
a musician by vocation (violinist). Philipp Spitta,
who wrote the biography of Bach, is a philologist, as
was also Otto Jahn (Mozart's biographer), Jahn
being furthermore an authority in the field of anti¬
quarian research.
To the philosopher Friedrich
Chiysandcr we are indebted for a life of Handel,
written in a spirit of fervent reverence and with
thorough grasp of the subject. Another work,—one
of the most recent,—may be mentioned: the “Richard
Wagner" of Houston Stewart Chamberlain (1895).
This writer takes musicians to task in the very be¬
ginning of his book; let ns hear what he has to say
“It is surprising that, with the exception of two
or three small works (Liszt, Pohl, Tappert) all pro¬
found, comprehensive, and reliable works on Wagner
no matter from what stand point they may be writ¬
ten. are from the pen of ‘not-musicians,’ and we are
oreed to marvel that in a field which belongs especurily to the musician the field of musical technic
nothing”'
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far been

Prodnce<L

absolutely

an!nkeed’,the,nUmher °f " 0rks 0t anF importance in
we .riot ^^
h7 D‘U3icians <of course,
* 8re "0t spring of compositions) is scarcely
appreciable. Even among the great mass of technical
wmings. such as text-hooks for the study of harmony
heirPr,
'fa,EgiDg'meth0d3’ Pfcao-chools, and
ike, only a few are really of any use. They are
wanting, for the most part, in systematic treatment
Same d7’ superannuated, homespun rules
repeated over and over again, are, like the “laws” of

information is very meagre or not at all.
In our profession the splitting up into specialisms
is, of course, natural, hut it is a thing of evil, for
it leaves us without a common tie which, in spite of
it all, would bind us more closely together. A uni¬
fied system of vocational culture would supply this
bond of union and give to the profession that com¬
pactness of which it stands so much in need.
Now the establishment of such a system of musical
culture within the profession is possible, nor need
the standard of required attainment be set beyond
ordinary reach.
To begin with, it would be necessary, without conside. ,ng in any way the question of special instru¬
mental or vocal proficiency, to indicate the following
three divisions of our standard of acquirement:
Studies.

Studies.

Studies.

ilusico-technical.

llusico-scientific.

ilusicoccsthetic.

Harmony,
Counterpoint,

Acoustics,
History of

^Esthetics,
Philosophy of

^orm-

Music.

Let us now assume the following specified details
as expressing the minimum of attainment under the
three heads given above which shall be required of
every musician, assuming, also, that every member
of our profession is equipped to this extent
In harmony. a complete knowledge of chords and
their musico-logical significance and a sufficient ac¬
quaintance with their practical application to cor¬
rectly set a simple four part chorus or a simple song
with piano accompaniment Under tne head of form:
the mam, fundamental principles of rhythm and
meter and a familiarity with the art-forms most
generally in use.
In acoustics:

V

Music.

the most important facts and laws

common object of interest. For the first step in club
Ufe is a development in the character, and at the same
time a restriction of what people are beginning to call
“the personality” of the members. Now, character ia
a force which is the very breath of life to dube; but
personality,—the grasping, spreading, overreaching,
irritable self-importance of ego,—is their destruction,
kgo is the title rtle which each member is playing
in the drama of club association before himself as
audience. Character is the force which determines
what that drama shall be. It is all very well to say
that, if people would renounce these private dramatics
in elub life, dubs would go better. Nobody can re¬
nounce his personality. But there are forces which
give such play to character that, under their spell, per¬
sonality lies dormant For example, the enthusiasm
which springs from concerted action is one of the
delights of the higher Ufe. The sense that the powers
of each member of the brotherhood are doubled bv
the possession of the powers of every other member
» a most god like experience. But to experience it
the individual must have previously passed under the
dominion of dub instinct, that great drawing toward
a center of force, which b so potent as to make him
unconscious that he has not full liberty of action on
«wy side, such as would be the property of one
single man if the world held him only. For union
into club life mean* a lateral coraprewion and a for^ard fxpanrfion.
of

ures how kind would be the judgment passed at each
assembly; and bow thoroughly the spirit of Beethoven
would reveal himself to those sincere musicians.
Labor makes comrades.
Once a young girl came to an old woman and
asked her what practical Christianity consisted inmight she wear pretty dresses? might she enjoy
amusements? had she a right to luxuries? That old
woman answered that religion could be summed up
m three h’s: ’To be helpful, harmless, and holy.”
Let a club be formed to help out everbody but one’s
self; to hinder nobody’s ambition; to work hard for
a common object of desire; that club lives. How
beautiful are the feet of them that bring glad tidings!
Character ,s the ground of all mutual association;
diverse character and men’s characters are not and
Xh rnL

r8ft,y Hke WOTnen’S- ^ characters
X ■ woman’s club are not exactly
like those wh.ch most adorn a man’s. Women get
at ends m a different way from that natural to mfn
taetT^T il* W<>Uld ** “°re trne to
that the
Uetic, which men often use are even more unbecom-

Observe that this article has said nothing of the
woman whose friends intend to run her for president;
the woman who has deserved an office; the graceful
parliamentarian; the social censor; nothing of Bfailomela, the talented singer, who adores vocal music;
T
^rs' Bank’s pupils, whose forte is the
left hand; nothing of Lydia Languish and Mrs. Malaprop; nothing of Mrs. Potiphar or Mrs. Clymer.
atsoever things are honorable, whatsoever things
are vise, whatsoever things are of good report, think

THE NATIONAL
FEDERATION OF
MUSICAL CLUBS.

Start With the preamble which defines the activity
a dab. How much compression and expansion il

r-rr Suppo^ JOO
The purpose of this clut
shall be mutual improvement.” There are two voice,
totbe verb improve. Many club. have been wrecked
because of a disinclination of one or more mem hen
far the pasuivs form. Who wish*, to be improved bv
ow’e neighbors? Not the writer or the reader of this

Having achieved a combination congenial, well har¬
monized, and embarked on a course of activity fas¬
cinating to the members, the intrusion of even one
discordant element is perilous. It is wiser to wait till
the life of the organization is so secure, so well de¬
fined, and so potent that new elements are assimilated
without alteration of the original character of the
original organization. Given favorable conditions, a
club that grows slowly, steadily, and by accretion
about the original center can easily become an insti¬
tution, and as time goes on obtain an enormous de¬
velopment.

The growth of the Wom¬
an’s Club movement in this
country has excited com¬
ment of various kinds. In

_
iutuucu toward or again
as a movement of some or no importance; and,

centnry.
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First, the woman who stand, for motherhood; she

\

8P^<r° ative as to its outcome, as the movei
eve oped into a fact to be dealt with and asst

”*h Portions that it took place with other
°ns of growth and progress in the United St
aims o Women’s Clubs—literary, philanthr
economic, as the case may he-have’received hi
commendation from men and women of promil

in the mind of the organist is whether to unnounce
the tune forte, mrtioforte, or pfuno. If the hymn is
of a vigorous character, such ss “Coronation Hymn”;
' Awake my Soul, Stretch Every Nerve,” sung to
“Christmas"; “la the Cross of Christ I Glory" (Rathburn); “Joy to the World” (Antioch); or “The
Morning Light is Breaking” (Webb), the organist can
consistently select a forte combination. Snch tunes
are effectively announced on the same combination
which is to be used for the congregation, or all the
8- and 4 foot stops (with or without oboe) in the
swell, with the swell open, will impress the congrega
tion with the character of the hymn.
Err cos fra, if the hymn ia of a quiet character, as
“Abide with Me" (Eventide), “Rook of Ages” (Toptadyi. or “Lead Kindly Light” (Lux Benigna), it
would not be inappropriate to use some soft combina¬
tion in the swell. Between these extremes are many
hymn tunes of a Iese decided character which only
personal taste can decide how to announce.
Here are fifteen soft combinations which will be
found in the avrrage swell organ of eight or ten stops;
I. Stopped diapason (alone).
-- Satkkmal, or viola (alone).
J- Oboe (alone).
4. Stopped diapason and salicional.
5. Stopped diapason and flute (4 foot).
* Stopped diapason and violins (or fugara).
'• Stopped diapason and oboe.
*. Stopped diapason and bourdon (plaving Sra)
9. Salic and flute.
14 Oboe end Ante.
11. Open diapason for violin diapason) and stopped
diapason.
11 Open diapason and flute.
13. Open diapason, stopped diapason, and flute.
U. Bourdon, salicional, and violins.
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bination for such tunes as “Webb,” “Hamburg,”
Italian Hymn, and “Harsley,” the accompanying
voices being played on an mf combination in the swell
or choir, with pedal.
Oboe, stopped diapason, and flute in the swell, with
accompaniment on choir or great, melodia is suitable
for “Horton” or “Lux Benigna.”
“State Street,” “Duke Street,” “Laban,” and
“Federal Street” sound wen as solos with clarinet and
flute (4 foot), accompanied on the swell, stopped
diapason, and flute (4 foot).
Of the swell combinations mentioned above. Nos.
3, 7, 10, and 13 are good solo combinations for hymntunes, the accompaniment being played on the dulcians or a soft melodia.
“Bethany” can be announced in any one of the
above methods, and is also effective as a tenor solo
(octave lower than written) on the great, using open
diapason and flute (4 foot), with or without the trum¬
pet. The accompaniment should be played forte on
the swell (R. H.), using also the pedal.
Such tunes as “Lenox,” “Coronation,” and “Rathbum arc less surtable for solo treatment. “Durham ”
Leighton.” “Hummel” and “Miles Lane” can be
played a, solos, hut they lose in effect by such treatnwnt.
A lack of space prevents my dwelling on the many
jakmg and effective combinations which can often
SrTl Z !PCTi#1 ‘UneS’ 8Dd 1 am not ™dful of
he fact that some people consider it “sensational” if
the announcement of the tune is pleasing enough to

'
lth

t0

those

CT"'?at,0n
li3ten
!tI ««not agree
who consider that the dignity of a hfL
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attractive manner. I have seen a large congregation
Whwh completely Ailed the church listen,^ vith
absolute silence to the announcement of some Norite

class, under an experienced and able professor. A
choir, more or less professional, is engaged to sing, and
standard works are regularly performed, while hints
are given as to pace and other matters. But the stu¬
dent finds when he has secured his first appointment
as organist and choirmaster, that the conditions are
utterly different. Instead of a professional choir, he
probably has the rawest of material to work upon,
and before even the simplest chant can be sung he has
to set to work to get the voices correctly produced.
But how has he been prepared to face and over¬
come this difficulty? The natural course, one would
think, would he that every organist, knowing the im¬
portance of being able to train voices, would show
some desire to train his own voice. He would, one
would think, as a means of gaining experience, take
lessons in singing or voice production as a secondary
study. But it is quite the exception to find this course
taken, and everything has to he learned after being
appointed to a post as organist. This may account for
the condition of the music in some of our churches.
It is not overstating the case to say that such singing
as is frequently heard in church would not be toler¬
ated anywhere outside a sacred building; and to
musical people, the choral service, instead of being a
help to devotion, is in some cases an almost unen¬
durable hinderance.
expenence has taught me that the worst sing¬
ing is frequently found where the clerical authority
is possessed of ca little knowledge, of music. The con¬
stant interference of faddists has a depressing and
irritating effect on the young organist, and tends
toward dampening the enthusiasm of the choir, while
undermining the responsibility of the choirmaster.
The scale of payment of organists is miserably small,
and in many cases it would be impossible for the
organist to spend more time than he already does over
his choir; yet if he were really well equipped as a

of their support and patronage, and with no lack of
emphasis enlarging upon what would occur if he
could only he found safely on this side of the At¬
lantic. That these expectation* have not been fully
realised U disappointing, if not to him. certainly to
hi* friend*, who now see that there are methods of
showing courtesy ami appreciation of artistic worth
whirh are not supposed to be included in the man¬
agerial rryime The causes of this activity, however,
are not inexplh-able. Primarily, the Vocal profession
i* not a unit in the New World. The grand old
English trait of loyalty is not yet characteristic of
the unorganized musical forces in America; hence,
while hi* many friend* were glad to have him here,
the fact of his coming in response to the attractive
offer of a manager left them without feelings of per
somtl responsibility for hi* success. They were left
without choice a* to hi* apfirarance and appearances,
and the utterly unceremonious fashion in which he
W*s permitted to make his first bow to his American
friend* gave them a chill of the first magnitude. •
•

•

in his talks he was epigrammatic, crowding valuable
le-sons and the results of much experience into single
sentences. It was possible to get but a small part
of his three lectures: some of the more striking or
valuable suggestions were hurriedly transferred to
puper, and while they are not given exactly as they
ivcre spoken, we hope the ideas have not suffered
from our hurried efforts to secure them: they are as
follow:
-Singing should be natural, like speaking; of
-•ourse, the singing tone is louder and higher. It is
the vast extension of the natural that is meant when
we say sing naturally.
“The inquiry must be met as to the secrets of the
old Italian school.
• By breath-control we mean that we control the
muscles that draw in the breath, while we are usino
the expiratory muscles.
At the end of every phrase if we have rightly conrolled our breath, we feel (hat there is controlled
bn-atli enough left to sing another note.

*

Managerial instinct of a wiser sort would hare
heralded his coming in other than cold announce¬
ment* of lecture-recitals. H,J he been given a rous
ing reception at his hotel, to which had been invited
either publicly or privately all of his pupils and their
pupil*, and bi* friends, giving opportunity ior a gen¬
era! band »hake of welcome from the entire protes
"»m. his rare gift*, aside from his specialty, would
have been more widely recognized; but that’was not
the managerial idea, ami Mr. Shakespeare suffered
accordingly. He i*. however, too great a master to
be even temporarily fii«aiayefi by *eemmg incotuiateoey on the part of bis friends, and it is not yet too
Wc to honor him appropriately, as he does not re
turn to London until March.

or 'ometonw the registers take «•
• Freedom of the instrument insures lovelv tone- in.
conceivable facility for runs, trills, and rapid passage* •
umsmseious pronunciation, and natural expression
’
If tongue, soft palate, throat, and lips are free we
<‘a^start ““F note unerringly.
’
n./ed'hvf0UM diS,0rti°ns of thp ,h"»t usuallv recog.
w'hite
nite voter
With

tT*" ar* thr0at-v- —frontal, and
These conditions can be recognized hv
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tfOUr di,t0rted wavs- ‘h*n follow
isper that is perfectly noiseless; this shows
th“ '‘nRinf? tone.
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yr * "0te’ then 8in« the ‘one.

• +■ o. o. ah.—stop suddenly.
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and study over this point.
“The great musician Rubinstein was asked by Mr.
Shakespeare one day what the secret of his remark¬
able playing was, and his reply: ‘I have devoted the
greatest study to phrasing and use of pedals.'
‘Ah. is so necessary to pronounce well, and is
seldom heard in its broad sense.
One who has little voice can control it artistically
with proper use of the breath.
A bad singer has to rely on his loud notes for
effect.
It is impossible to smile with the face and sing
with sorrowful emotion.
To train a young student in dramatic music will
cause a rigid manner of tone-production. Many a
young voice is ruined by the early study of modern
opera. The pupil should first build up a perfect in¬
strument.
Force in a voice is not necessarily dramatic power.
1 he truly dramatic singer is one who does not amaze,
but moves the hearer. Dramatic expression is the
highest quality and stirs the deepest emotions.
Development of orchestra has been carried to the
highest pitch by Wagner. He has been unable to add,
howe\er, to the intensity of the human voice, which,
in his music, is often a subordinate instrument. But
t \ ei y great artist by employing beautiful tone can
make a fine effect in Wagnerian music. Shouting has
become a constant habit on the stage at present. Not
near as much force was expected from the old singers
as there is nowadays.
The voice is the only instrument both human and
divine. Legato is unique in the human voice. It can
be imitated successfully bv only one or two instru¬
ments.
^tvle is that concealment of effort only attained
by years of assiduous study.”

10. Co forward, comrades;
defend.

build, encourage and

T. A. M.—1. You will gain
what you desire by lightly
reciting a line in the speak¬
ing voice, then chanting it
on a single tone with no more stress or effort than
when it was spoken. Closely observe the resulting
quality and apply it to your melodic exercises and
finally to your repertory.
ANSWERS TO
QUESTIONS.

*■
»bove exercise gradually varied in stress will
finally compel the voice to yield a well controlled
pianissimo.
X The tendency to sing sharp or flat is probably the
result of too great physical effort in tone production.
If after the voice has been made perfectly free the de
feet HI still noticeable, the ear is at fault, and difficult
of treatment ; such cases are extremely rare.

ISKis*— _.

^

Krert y°ur breath, at the waist' line, and yield
to expansion by the inflowing hreath the entire cir¬
cumference of the body.
S. Learn the tenor solo parts of the Elijah. Messiah
St. rani. Judas Macabeas, and the Creation; for secu¬
lar repertory select the better songs of one good com¬
parer at a time. For arias go to the legitimate oper
atie repertory: Italian, preferably, to begin with.
ft. E. T.—1. La is the fundamental tone of the
minor scale, when speaking of the syllable*.
2. The question concerning Mason's touch and tech¬
nic must be referred to the Piano Department.
f• **
is, of course, a gradual
urryieg of the time. It hears no direct relation to
the term n.bato, which refers to a change of time in
the number of bars covered by a phrase. It is em

aria that the music lovers of the Old World would
quickly know and vigorously applaud; in the States
these arias were noted by the few, and never by the
many. That was five years ago. To-day, this winter,
a great audience of 5000 people will sound out a great
applause the moment this aria has died away from
the orchestra. You see, to day you Americans know
absolutely what is good and fine in music. It has
taken you five years to learn what it took Germanv
a quarter of a century to learn. I frankly declare that
it takes you American singers, as amateurs and music
lovers, twenty years to know what it took old Europe
a century to learn. Then why should vou not learn
to be a great singing nation! And this is my first
advice to you who sing, right here: You yourselves
should sing more than you do! You listen too much!
'our opera-houses are great and fine
You should lead the way to be a singing nation
You have the best in the world to learn from.
\1|
the great artists of the world are brought to your
< oor. ut you do not go home and sing the songs of
he opera together in the family as yon should. Your
politics—th ^Stfrn rtie* ar^~"‘hat do y°u ca» ^ in
polities the open door?” Yes, that is it You are
has

a.Wr t0 •“ S"at mnRic>ans.

New York. PWtaddpbia,

...» Ih. v„.

‘°°' *°

women that the grandest music in the world has be-

And "so £
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nie familiar to everyone in this country, and now
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Make singing a feature of social life, and

eep your own voice in such good condition that vou
''ill always prove a ready pleasure to your friends,
o not keep your voice for the applause of strangers,
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lies w ith you to use your own sweet voices more
constantly.

‘t the Ac
mortified to attempt it

it over by the knowledge you have gained. After
aw bile you will find that you and your quartet discuss
the singing of the artists just as you would discuss
the talk of friends at a dinner-table. If you do not
live in one of the great cities and cannot hear the
great operas each week, then practice your singing
each day as well as you can. You Americans travel
so much on your great railroads that I believe I write
to no one who does not get a chance at the operas;
if not the operas, then your many concerts and your
orchestras, where all the great music is played, and
plaved so intelligently. If you do not try your voice
a little each day it will be your master, and not your
servant. You will have learned from your teacher
the way to use the voice; not to tire it and the way
to place it so the best tones in it may be brought
out, and. if you do not cultivate this each day, after
awhile the tones will get misplaced, and you will find
that you get hoarse or that your throat gets tired
after the least little singing. If you have enough
i ssona to keep you from this fault you should never
esitate to use your voice with reason. If anyone
asks you to sing, don’t refuse because you are not a
sp em id singer, for I say to you very earnestly that
it you American women do not carry back into the
->me circle all you have absorbed at the fine operas
you will not grow as quickly as you want. You
have built great opera-houses and it is through you

exercise it every day in the home-circle.—Phila¬
delphia Press.
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Tn* volume of study-pieces which was announced
in last issue will he published this month. It will be
entitled “The Modern Student," and contain only
pieces having technical merit. There will be pieces
for the trill, the scale, the octave, the turn, the arr*8**>. etc. We will, for the time, publish only one
volume of rather easy pieces, beginning with grade n
and ending about V in a scale of X. It is possible to
acquire • commanding technic without going through
the endless amount of dry exercises and etudes. Our
aim has been to make the growth of music study
pleasant—to reduce to a minimum the drudgery.
Tbia fact will be shown by ail our publications, and
at no time more del! itely than in this volume. There
m an advance price on the volume of 35 cents to
th0M who send cash with order. If the book is
charged to those having open accounts with us the
portage will be charged in addition. Send in your
orders now. as the book will be out before the end
of the month and the special offer withdrawn.
• • •

Ot B readers should remember that the publisher ot
The Ettxdb can supply anything in sheet mnsio or
music books. It costa no more to send music 1000
mile* than it does to the nearest dealer, especially if
the nearest dealer’s stock is small. It is becoming
the fashion to deal direct with publishers where you
ar* sure at getting what you order promptly and on
the best of terms. We number among our patrons
some of the largest schools and leading members of
the profession. Our stock is one cf the most complete
is the country. We employ only expert clerks and
keep only the best editions. We supply teachers with
all the music needed. Our terms are liberal and the

V

they discover any fact which might assist other
teachers, or if bright students should find new ideas
whieh might encourage other students; these facts
briefly written would receive careful examination and
attention and are often most acceptable.
* • •
Mamy teachers have taken advantage of our offer
of liberal premiums for getting new subscribers to
The Etude, and have been highly pleased with the
results. No doubt there are others that would suc¬
ceed in this work were they to try it. Write without
delay for booklet about the journal and the premiums,
which are cash if preferred. To anyone willing to de¬
vote their whole time to this work we will make
liberal terms.
The Etude is so popular and well known, so full
of sparkling reading matter and new music, that an
enterprising agent would have no difficulty in making
a success. The work is not laborious, but pleasant"
and, if conducted with spirit, may be very lucrative.
•

ft

The motto of The Etude has ever been, “Upward
and Onward.” It was this earnest purpose that has
placed the journal where it is in the hearts and affec¬
tions of the American musicians. It is our aim to
present each month interesting matter of vital imfK.rtanee to our readers, sparing no effort or expense
wh?eh h
KUnn* thC PreSent yPar the
features
h oh have been saretionea ly popularity will be re¬
tained, while new and important departures will be
made, adding to the appearance, size, and genera, ex
eeltenoe of the journal throughout.
• • •
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offer a trial.

A most useful little device has been drawn to our
attention: a holder to keep a hook open, an “openbook holder.” This useful little device will hold any
book open without crushing and breaking the binding
in order to make it lie open flat on the music rack,
desk, or table. It is easily adjusted, without injury
to leaves or binding. All hook-users need it. We
can recommend it. They can be obtained from the
publisher of this journal in plain nickel for 25 cents,
postpaid.
*

*

*

During the past month we have reprinted the
Standard First and Second Grade Pieces” and.the
“Standard Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces.”
These volumes are compiled by Mr. W. S. B.
Mathews, and are designed to accompany his cele¬
brated and universally used “Standard Graded Course
of Studies. ’ The compositions contained therein have
been culled and selected from all piano literature in
their respective grades. No more valuable collections
of teaching pieces have ever been published; classical,
semiclassical, and popular, will be found represented:
large volumes, well deserving of the enormous sale
which they have enjoyed.
( ^ e are *lso about to reprint the second volume of
Studies in Phrasing, Memorizing, and Interpreta¬
tion,” by the same author. This work represents the
fruit of many years of experience in teaching, and of
unusual success in securing artistic playing and musi¬
cal intelligence from pnpils. It is the last of a set of
three books. This volume is valuable in the fourth
and fifth grades.

To any who have not used or seen these volumes,
we should be pleased to send them on inspection. N°

Mbs. E. L. Cunningham.

very effectively on the pipe organ.

2866. Lohr, Frederic N. The Crown of
Love. Song for Medium Voice.
Grade IH.

“THE MOUNTAIN NYMPHS” (2), . .
“DOBBS’ FARM ” (1),.
“LADY BOUNTIFUL’S HEIRESS” (1),
“ EDELWEISS” (Cantata), (1), . . . t
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A dignified song that is both useful for teachine
purposes and sufficiently artistic for reei tals.
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T 1E0. jJ^RESSER,

latest...
publications

2958. Engelmann, H.
Op. 380.
Les
Pyramides.
Marche Orientale.
Four Hands. Grade III.

1708 Chestnut St,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

44444 44444

2982. Allstrom, H. K.

Album Leaf.

osamioatioo any of oar publications at special prices.
Mail orders solicited and Ailed to all parts of the country.

3001. Cooper, Wm.
Grade

Op. 120.
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3003. Doltnetach. V.
Valae Lente.
H***™ .«■“»

Op. 23.

iff!}
**" *>n**

**

~Lubi* for “

W.

Lullaby (Zum

schlummern).

Ein-

Grade II.

20

A little lyric with a simple accompaniment of a
reK**t?l ““t* 1“ the left hand, occasionally relieved
by a bit of melody. It i, artlsiic, though simple

jq

2990. Samet, Emil E.

Op. 33.

Lilies of

Grade U.Bl.e.y.. (IVI aig 1 °ckc h6n).

F

For sixty days with every order for Music Fairy¬
land, a Song Comedy in "which the rudiments of
Music are taught in play and song, a free sample will
be given of Mrs. Annie L. Palmer’s Musical Notation
Method. This method consists of a perforated card¬
board on which a staff is printed. The music char¬
acters are printed on slips and are cut out by the
children and inserted in the cardboard ii) appro¬
priate places. The Music Fairyland, an elegantly
bound two-dollar book, will be sold during this time
for 75 cents. Address

MRS. ANNIE L. PALMER

50

*«<» twbotcml vlmtun.

^

2930.

29H8. Douty, Nicholas. My Heart, Sweet
U>ve. Sons for Medium Voice.
Grade IV.

*

2983. Kienzl,

REE SAMPLE COPY

Second

Grade V..

Caa bo iiml in concert or reeltat

ret

take pLtt.Ch0rd accomP*nilaent in *hi& hothhsnds

Valaetta.

As the title indicate*, a little sralte; graceful In
i0 melody and artbtic in Us general
Tyyy-.. *
recital number or useful aa a
home piece.

Music, 88 St. Botolph St., Boston, Mass.

A gem of its kind, meiodions to a high degree and

Complete catalogues sent free
To responsible teachers we will send on

The figures in brackets indicate the degree of difficulty.
Specimen copies for examination sent at reduced prices—see
Operetta Pamphlet.
Our Operetta Pamphlet of 16 pages giving full particulars about
all the works, with sketches of the stories, sent free, postpaid, to any
address upon application to the publisher.
Over 60.000 of these
operetta books nave been sold in America and England. The Eng¬
lish press allows that “no better works than these can be selected,
because none exist.”—London Morning Post.
Published by G. W. STRATTON, Importer and Publisher of

Grade

Aay of the following sent poetpeid oa receipt of marked price.
oa application.

65

..A bril'iant arrangement of an effective composi¬
tion. The melody, rhythm, and harmouv have a
great deal of Oriental character. It la a «iod Diece
to use to open recitals or concerts.
F

6.00
6.00
6.00
3.00

Sudds,

w. F.

Steinway Hall, Chicago, IH.

A Darktown Frolic.
40

time,*^e»*>0hrt»M brobff',,rb^"b'1“"^'n^'T"n "aa""*, rag-

VIOLIN SALE

25

*•

character to deTelop

28B5. Bngelmann. H. Op. 368. After
“*® Charge (Concert Galop).
Four Hands. Grade III..

2!)58. Grieg, Edvard.

Op.

35

No

2

Handa:

j 00

AapleeillA, bniiiui
vffcrtlra Air ib. oprntagnamberof concerts sad for xms la the .Juscdase
to \Wsiopa brillLanietyleof playing.

3004 Gabriel-Marie.

The Golden Wed¬
ding La Cinqnantalne). Grade III,

35 ^ Sa&WGLe^l240

Rustic Chit

Fischer's Pianos, Organs, Musical Instruments

35

cileaP» good-for-nothing instruments, gath*
a few dollars, but the best money can buy.
instrument sold under a full guarantee. Our object
j?
r \?Voducti°n into the world of the “ player of the
.
*° request him to call and test the grade of violins,
. .
f»s and strings we sell, and to make it an object fox
m to com;. There are a few rare opportunities.
FINE MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS,
OF ONLY GOOD GRADE

CHARLES H.
vsy.and has a

*°d in'ereaiiog In every

U^MJiestnat street

FISCHER
Philadelphia, Pa.

